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ABSTRACT 

 

 

In this dissertation, I have studied three interrelated topics in political economics, namely, 

voter turnout, dynastic politics, and impact of the Right to Information (RTI) laws on 

governance outcomes. Quality of democracy is the central, overarching theme of this 

dissertation. Electoral participation is fundamental to ensuring an improved quality of 

democracy. After clean and free elections, legislator quality is a sine qua non for betterment 

of the quality of democracy. Legislator quality entails lower levels of concentration of power 

in the hands of a few political families (dynasties), lower or little criminality in politics etc. 

Once a certain degree of legislator quality is considered, another important factor that 

influences the quality of democracy is the quality of legislation that legislatures enact. For 

instance, laws aimed at improving transparency in governance (like RTI) are critical to 

ensuring an improved quality of democracy as it empowers the citizens and encourages their 

participation in governance. 

 

India is a fairly well functioning vibrant democracy and a federal republic with regularly held 

free and fair plurality-rule elections in three tiers of government (local body, state assembly, 

and parliament), an independent judiciary, relatively free media, and an electorate comprising 

almost a billion population. Chapter 1 serves as a broad introduction to the concepts and 

themes in the thesis, it provides us with a concise account of the historical background on 

Indian government and political system, and surveys the literature on the influence of 

candidate characteristics on electoral outcomes, and briefly introduces us to various opinions 

and analyses of several political scientists and economists on the 2014 Lok Sabha elections.  

 

Elections are critical in according popular legitimacy to the democracies and, in that respect, 

electoral participation is an important dimension of the quality of democracy and civic 

engagement. Empirically understanding what factors drive citizens' decision to turn out to 

vote is central to the theory and practice of democracy and has implications for voter 

mobilisation efforts of the political parties and government agencies. In Chapter 2, I study the 

individual (micro) level determinants of electoral turnout in the 2004 Lok Sabha elections 

exploiting a nationally representative household survey dataset (India Human Development 

Survey- 2005). I find convincing yet mixed evidence in support of political-institutional,  

mobilisation, socialisation and resource models in explaining individual level electoral 

turnout. I find that political-institutional factors, namely, participation in local civic body 
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meetings, prevalence of local conflict, and caste conflict in neighbourhood, significantly 

increase the predicted probability of voter turnout. Psychological factors like public 

confidence in state government and institutions (newspapers and judiciary) and socialisation 

model factors like local political connections have a significantly positive effect. Among the 

mobilisation model variables, exposure to media (television watching), caste association 

membership significantly increase the likelihood of voting whereas business association 

membership has a significantly negative effect. The 'resource model' factors like time family 

lived in the place, age, holding of below-poverty-line cards, and receipt of government 

program benefits are positively associated with voter turnout whereas being female, being a 

metropolitan city resident, business being the main income source vis-a-vis cultivation, urban 

residence, and the age quadratic significantly reduce voter turnout. When separately 

analysing the rural and urban, male and female contexts, we largely obtain the same line of 

results.  

 

After an empirical inquiry into why people turn out to vote, we then analyse the quality of 

legislators that get voted in. Political dynasties are a salient feature of the electoral politics of 

many developing and low-income countries like India whose governments are fraught with 

increasing electorate concerns regarding legislator quality and performance. The extant 

literature is thin on its empirical explanation of both the sides of the issue: the demand side 

(voters) and supply side (parties) factors affecting preferences for dynastic politics in large 

electoral democracies. In Chapter 3, besides estimating the dynasty premium in elections in a 

candidate level analysis, I try to fill the gap in the literature in that I also carry out a 

constituency level analysis to examine the twin questions, namely, why people elect dynastic 

politicians and why parties field them. Specifically, I analyze the candidate-level and 

constituency-level data on the 2014 Lok Sabha elections that had a total of 8251 candidates in 

all the 543 constituencies and examine the preferences of voters and political parties for the 

dynastic politicians. We find that the dynasty premium is a significant 13% in terms of 

predicted probability of winning and a significant 18% in terms of vote share. Factors like the 

dynastic incumbent legislator, relative wealth of the dynastic candidates to the non-dynastic 

ones, voter dissatisfaction (measured by the None of the Above vote share) and political 

competition significantly increase dynastic entrenchment in a constituency. Dynastic 

entrenchment (measured by the ratio of dynastic to total candidates) and dynastic incumbent 

legislator increase the combined vote share of the dynastic candidates (CVDC) and their 

chance of winning. Voter dissatisfaction, and given the dynastic incumbent MP, a more 
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competitive election reduce the CVDC and a dynastic candidate's chance of winning. Impact 

of economic conditions (proxied by satellite data on night time luminosity) on dynasticism 

has been statistically insignificant throughout. The candidates, the dynasts, and incumbent 

lawmakers, all of these belonging to the ruling United Progressive Alliance coalition had 

suffered voter wrath more than the non-UPA counterparts. Crime-accused candidates had 

significantly higher winning likelihood and vote share. Studying the demand side (voters) and 

supply side (parties) determinants and electoral effects of dynastic politics has critical 

governance implications in the context of developing countries like India. 

 

After analysing the phenomenon of dynastic politics in India, we begin to realise the 

importance of the quality of legislation in improving the quality of democracy. In Chapter 4, I 

try to answer the question, how does the enactment of a transparency-improving measure like 

the Right to Information (RTI) laws influence the perceived governance outcomes in the 

countries that have adopted vis-a-vis the countries that have not adopted such a law? The "as 

if" randomized yet naturally occurring circumstance in which the RTI legislation was adopted 

in some countries in different periods of time provided an exogenous source of variation 

fitting a natural experiment to be exploited to examine its impact on three outcomes – 

government effectiveness, voice and accountability, and perceived corruption level sourced 

from the Worldwide Governance Indicators. Applying the differences-in-differences 

regression method to a dataset of 18 countries for the period 2002-2010, we find that the RTI 

law adoption has significantly increased the perceived government effectiveness but has no 

significant effect on voice and accountability and corruption level in the immediate years. 

However, when we consider the Transparency International corruption measure as the 

outcome, we find that the RTI law enactment had decreased the perceived level of corruption 

in the treated group countries in its initial years. 
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